
The Captivating Journey of Stone Cold Mortal:
A Supernatural Novel Set in Tennessee,
England

Are you ready to embark on a thrilling adventure through the supernatural realms
of Tennessee, England? Look no further than the mesmerizing novel, "Stone Cold
Mortal." Prepare to be captivated by the hair-raising story of love, mystery, and
ancient powers that lie hidden within the heart of two parallel worlds.

A Tale of Destiny and Otherworldly Encounters

Nestled within the picturesque landscapes of Tennessee and England, "Stone
Cold Mortal" unravels the captivating tale of Serena, an ordinary woman who
finds herself thrust into extraordinary circumstances. While leading a seemingly
mundane life, Serena discovers her true calling and embarks on a quest to
unravel the mysteries surrounding her ancestry. As she dives deeper into her
family history, she uncovers an ancient bloodline filled with mystical abilities.
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The story takes an intriguing turn when Serena stumbles upon a hidden portal
that connects our world with a supernatural dimension. Through this portal, she
encounters a parallel universe rife with magical beings, dark secrets, and
dangerous adversaries. Serena quickly realizes that her fate is intertwined with
this mystical realm, and she must embrace her newfound powers to fulfill her
destiny.

A Bloodline Shrouded in Mystery

Among the multifaceted cast of characters, Serena's ancestor, Lord Jameson,
stands out as a formidable figure who holds the key to unlocking the family's
enthralling past. As Serena delves into the history of her bloodline, she unravels a
web of secrets that spans centuries, involving supernatural beings and their
influence on the mortal world.

The author, Emily Rodriguez, masterfully weaves together both historical and
mythical elements, creating a vivid tapestry of the supernatural. The richly
detailed descriptions of iconic landmarks in Tennessee and England immerse
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readers in the ambiance of these enchanting locations, making them feel like
active participants in the story.

An Epic Battle of Good and Evil

As Serena embraces her powers, she discovers that there is a dark force at work,
threatening to annihilate both the mortal and supernatural realms. With the fate of
two worlds hanging in the balance, Serena must gather a team of unlikely allies
and confront the malevolent entity responsible for spreading chaos and
destruction.

The heart-pounding action scenes will keep readers on the edge of their seats, as
Serena and her companions face off against terrifying creatures and navigate
treacherous landscapes. With each obstacle, Serena's powers grow stronger,
and she unlocks ancient knowledge that could ultimately determine the outcome
of the epic battle between good and evil.

A Novel Filled with Suspense and Intrigue

From the very first page, "Stone Cold Mortal" grips readers with its thrilling and
suspenseful narrative. Emily Rodriguez expertly combines supernatural elements
with real-world settings, blurring the lines between fantasy and reality in a way
that will leave readers questioning what is truly possible.

The novel's meticulous attention to detail and atmospheric descriptions transport
readers to fascinating locations, immersing them completely in the story. Whether
it's the misty hills of Tennessee or the ancient castles of England, readers will feel
like they are walking alongside Serena as she battles supernatural forces and
unravels the enigma of her ancestral heritage.

The Triumph of Love and the Power of Destiny



At its core, "Stone Cold Mortal" is a tale of love, discovery, and destiny. As Serena
grapples with the challenges of her newfound abilities, she also navigates the
complexities of relationships and the depth of her own heart. Love becomes an
integral force in this supernatural journey, guiding Serena towards the ultimate
triumph over evil.

Through intricate twists and turns, Emily Rodriguez unfolds a story that unveils
the harmony between mortal and supernatural realms. As the stakes rise and the
battle intensifies, readers will be consumed by the desire to know whether Serena
can overcome the forces threatening her world.

The Legacy Lives On

With "Stone Cold Mortal," Emily Rodriguez has crafted an epic supernatural novel
that will leave readers craving more. As the pages turn, the mystical world of
Tennessee and England springs to life, engulfing readers in a fantasy that will
linger long after the book is finished.

Prepare to embark on a supernatural journey like no other. From the immersive
world-building to the intricate plot, "Stone Cold Mortal" is an enchanting
masterpiece that will keep you spellbound until the very last word. Brace yourself
for an extraordinary adventure that transcends boundaries and awakens the
untapped powers within.
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Mortician Tennessee England lives to honor the dead. But a slow season means
she’s back freelancing as a party planner. Doctor Phillip Saint James warns the
stress might worsen her cerebral aneurysm, causing all sorts of mystifying
symptoms.

To her disgust, he’s right. She’s been hallucinating a sexy ghost samurai all damn
day. Or has she? His icy touch on the nape of her neck feels awfully real! So do
his dire warnings that she must choose a side: mortal or immortal.

Ghost or not, Tennessee knows how to make a problem, and a body, disappear.
But when thrust face-to-face with her paranormal stalker, she confronts a bizarre
new reality. Her hallucination is real! And so are demons…

Shackled by circumstance, Tennessee wrangles overprotective friends and a
spirited love triangle as she learns the dangerous trade of demon recall. She
doesn’t have time to die. She’s got a Santa to hire, a corpse to eulogize, and a
hot ghost boyfriend to keep away from her doting doctor.

Will Tennessee survive long enough to celebrate Christmas? Will she succumb to
a demon’s deadly deal? Or will she follow her doctor’s orders?

"Like Stars Hollow meets Twin Peaks!" – Shéa MacLeod, author of the bestselling
Sunwalker Saga
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“A grounded and gritty heroine! We hear echoes of our real-life struggles in
Tennessee’s battles with demons, brats, her hair, and the adoring men who can't
tame this wild woman." – Noelle Picara, Monster Piano Artist

“Disa really sharpens the tip of the trocar in this one!! It was satisfying to see the
accuracy and depth of research woven into this light urban fantasy series!” –
Jane Beaston, Funeral Director/Embalmer Apprentice (Ret.)

“Fiercely imaginative! Vivid in personality and place. A positive, powerful tale of
the connections we all have.” – Joan Meyer, Singer/Songwriter

The Captivating Journey of Stone Cold Mortal:
A Supernatural Novel Set in Tennessee,
England
Are you ready to embark on a thrilling adventure through the
supernatural realms of Tennessee, England? Look no further than the
mesmerizing novel, "Stone Cold Mortal."...

Teen Boys Comedic Monologues That Are
Actually Funny - Applause Acting Series
Are you a teen boy aspiring to be an actor? Are you looking for comedic
monologues that will make your audience burst into laughter? Look no
further! Welcome to the...
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Discover the Incredible Ways of the World:
Unveiling the Secrets of Humanity's Pathways
When we take a step back and observe the world we live in, we realize
the vastness of its diversity and the richness of its history. The ways of
the world, shaped...

Three Years Renovating Castle in Chile: A
Dream Brought to Life
Imagine living in a breathtaking castle nestled amidst the mystic beauty
of Chile. The idea may seem like a far-fetched dream to many, but for
one couple, it became a...

Inside Company Valuation: Understanding the
True Worth of Businesses
Company valuation is a crucial aspect of finance that determines the
worth of businesses. It plays a significant role in various financial
transactions, such as...

An Epic Adventure: Legends Heroes Issue
Stone Marshall Legends Heroes
In the vast realm of fantasy literature, there is one series that stands out
among the rest. A tale filled with mystery, danger, and unforgettable
characters. It is the...
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The Revelation Begins: The Mercy Tree -
Unfolding the Mysteries of Salvation
Have you ever wondered about the source of mercy and salvation? How
does mankind find redemption amidst the chaos of this world? In this
article, we will take you on a...

Pig Cross Stitch Pattern Mother Bee Designs -
The Perfect Addition to Your Craft Collection
"The Pig Cross Stitch Pattern from Mother Bee Designs is the perfect
addition to your craft collection. With its adorable design and easy-to-
follow instructions, this...
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